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Powerhouse quartet, the Skyline Boys, are pleased to announce exciting changes and
happenings with the group.  

The first is the return of one member and the addition of another.  Outstanding tenor singer,
Jodi Hosterman, is back with the Skyline Boys. The group is thrilled to welcome him, along with
a brand new addition, lead singer, Brian Alvey.  Alvey, who is new to the Skyline Boys, is not at
all new to Gospel music.  Both gentlemen have vast experience and tremendous talent.  The
two, along with bass singer and group owner, Dennis Powers, and baritone singer, Chris Little,
are excited about the days, months, and years ahead as they strive together to serve God and
share the music that tells the story of His love.

The latest great news for the prominent Southern Gospel Quartet is a brand new, long term
booking agreement with the acclaimed Dominion Agency (one entity of the mutil-faceted
Michael Davis & Associates).  Dennis Powers shares, "God is doing things we couldn't do and
we are very excited about being with Michael Davis at Dominion Agency. We have a new
project being released at NQC called " Favorite Hymns and Classics Vol. 2 with special guest
Squire Parsons helping us on " Beulah Land.  Everything we do is only possible because of the
hope of Christ and our prayer is that every door He leads us through will lead us and others
closer to Him."

      Another highlight is that the group is back in the studio at Crossroads with producer, Jeff
Collins, working on a dynamic new recording. Collins expresses, "It's great to be working again,
in the studio here at Crossroads, producing the Skyline Boys, with Dennis, Chris, and new
members Jodi Hosterman and Brian Alvey. I'm excited with the tracks we recently recorded and
look forward to the upcoming vocal sessions at the end of September. This line up of singers
promises to be one of the strongest yet for the quartet. In our preproduction sessions I've been
blown away by the ability of this group of guys. I've known and worked with Jodi, Brian, Chris
and Dennis in different groups before but there seems to be a special and unique blend that this
specific group possesses. I can't wail until we get the project completed so folks can hear this
fantastic quartet!"

The group's current single "Cool Drink Of Water" is now playing and climbing the charts on
Southern Gospel radio around the world. Be listening for it and be watching for more great
things to come from this quartet.

To learn more about the Skyline Boys, visit www.theskylineboys.com .  

To learn more about all of the artists who call the Dominion Agency home, visit dominionagenc
y.com  and mic
haeldavisandassociates.com
. To schedule the Skyline Boys and other wonderful artists with Michael Davis And Associates,
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call 828-454-5900 or email 
michael@michaeldavisandassociates.com
.

To learn more about Crossroads, visit Crossroads Music at www.crossroadsmusic.com .
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